Welcome

Dr. LaRow
&
Distinguished Guests
MediTrak Development Team:

- Peter Kitz, Team Leader
- Kenneth Abbatiello, Webmaster/Librarian
- Ryan Krisolofsky, Blackboard Engineer
- Ryan Newsome, Assistant Webmaster
- Anthony Puglisi, Software Analysis
- Brett Rhymestine, Design Expert
Today’s Agenda

- Prototypes of the Health Professions course on Blackboard courseware system and Website

- An example of a functional relationship attribute on Blackboard courseware
Presented by: The Visual DT Team

Introduction & Conclusion
Blackboard Prototype Walkthrough
Web Page Prototype Walkthrough
Data Flow Diagrams
Blackboard Prototype

Blackboard
Web page Prototype

Health Professions Web page
Visual Design Technologies
Meditrak Preliminary Design
December 3, 2003
The Linear Sequential Model (Waterfall)
Future

Detailed Design – Mid February 2004

Finished Project – Mid April 2004